Abwacf ~ We extend the form closure framework for rigid parts to holding a dass of deformable parts. In this class, a part is a linearly elastic, frictionless polygon with a finite element mesh and given stiffness matrix. We define the D-space (deformation-space) of a part as the C-space of all its mesh nodes. We define the free space as the i n t e n d o n of the set of topology preserving mesh configurations with the complement of the union of aU Pobstades that represent collisions of the part with finger bodies. Consider a given set of fmger bodies in frictionless contact with a part. W e n positive work is needed to release the par& we say that it is in deform closure. We present a numerical example and prove two results. (1) If contact set holds a rigid part in form closure, it will hold the equivalent deformable part in deform closure and (2) Deform closure is frame invariant. 
There is a substantial body of research on robotic holding (grasping and fixturing) of rigid objects. Our work is inspired by Rimon and Burdick on rigid body immobility [Rimon961 and by Rimon and Blake [Rimon991 on caging grasps for rigid bodies. We adopt their notation wherever possible.
In C-Space, the part's position and orientation are parameterized in a Euclidian space thus representing the part's configuration in physical space as a point in C-Space (configuration space) [21, 131 . The set of points in C-Space for which the corresponding configuration of the part intersects with a given obstacle is the corresponding Cobstacle. when a part is in contact with an obstacle, its image in C-Space lies on the C-obstacle's surface. The complement of the union of all C-obstacles where the part is allowed to move freely is called the Free Space (Cfie.) of the part. Immobility is achieved at a configuration q A if no neighboring configurations in C-Space lie in C,,,. Unlike rigid parts, deformable parts cannot be fixed in a single configuration. We extend the C-space concept of form closure by defining deform closure.
We model the planar deformable part E by a triangular FEM mesh M. In this model, the p& perimeter behaves like a planar structure whose perimeter is composed of struts of variable length, with hinges at each veaex. We define the Dspace (deformation-space) of E as the C-space of all its mesh nodes.
Given the initial configuration q0 of the mesh in Dspace, we define Dr as the set of all configurations with the same mesh topology as qO. We consider contact with a set of rigid finger bodies A = ( A,, _ _ _ , At 1. Each finger defines a D-obstacle DA,, the set of mesh configurations that collide with A,. The free space Df,ee is the set of feasible configurations, the intersection of DT with the complement of the union of D-obstacles.
Given part E, mesh M, FEM stiffness matrix K, and contact set A, we can determine the potential energy of any point in Df,ee. Given a candidate configuration qA, we say that the part can be released from A by a sequence of external wrenches if the part can escape from qA . We define UA as the minimum work that needs to be done by these wenches to release the part from A. We say that A holds E in deform closure if U, > 0. The mobility of rigid bodies in contact with frictionless finger bcdies was initially studied using first order approximations [17, 24, 15, 121 . The first order theories are based on approximations of part geometry in infmitesimal neighborhoods and part motion of an infinitesimal length. However, these first order approximations of mobility did *This work is suppaned in part by the Ford Motor Company URP 2 0 0 0 4 3 R and NSF Award DMIM110069.
07803-8232-3/04/$17.W WW4 IEEE not always predict immobility correctly. Rimon and Burdick [18] give rigorous definitions of first and second order immobility. They express paths of the part in free space using functions q(fj based on scalar parameter f. They consider the distances di from the iih Cobstacle surface to q(rJ, They then consider the first and second order terms in the algebraic expressions of distances as a function off. The second order terms are needed if first order tests do not show if the distance is increasing or decreasing (the derivative at f = 0 is 0). Geometrically speaking, the first order approximation of immobility is equivalent to approximating the trajectory of the part in Cspace as a straight line, and the surfaces of the C-obstacles as hyperplanes. Second order immobility is equivalent to approximating the trajectory as an elliptical arc and the Cobstacle surfaces as ellipsoids.
Rimon and Blake- [20] give a method to find caging grasps, configurations of jaws that constrain parts in a bounded region of C-space such that actuating the gripper results in a unique final configuration. They consider the opening parameter of the jaws as a function of the jaws' positions along the perimeter of the part and use stratified Morse theory to find caging grasps by finding limiting cases that occur when the opening parameter is at a saddle point. i 141 also uses the.distance function to determine immobile grasps of 2D polygonal parts by a pair of vertical cylindrical jaws engaging the part at its concave vertices.
An efficient geometric algorithm to compute all placements of four frictionless.point contacts on a polygonal part that ensure form closure is described by van der Stappen et al [25] . Given a set of four edges, they show.how to compute critical contact placements.& constant time. The time complexity of their algorithm is bounded by the number of such sets, and runs in an expected time of 0 ( n* log n j for n vertices. Cheong e t -a [3] give fast algorithm to find immobilizing grasps of 2D polygonal parts with 2' and 3 contacts. The algorithms find sets of contact wenches that contain the center of mass. Zhu et al [26] give a grasp metric for 2D and 3D grasps to quantify how firmly the rigid part is held when resisting externd forces. Their metric is faster to compute than similar earlier metrics, Recent work on fixturing deformable and sheet-me& parts is based on the work of Menassa and De Vries [14] where they d e t e r h e the positions of the primary datum (the datum points needed to locate the p m in the correct plane) for 3-2-1 fixturing to minimize deformation. T h g use a finite.element model of the part, and determine f i x t i e locations by optimizing an objectivethat is a function of the deformations at the nodes. Their work is extended by [16] &d [2] .
Gopalak+hnan et al [5] propose unilateral jixrures, a new class of fixtures for sheet metal parts with holes, where holding elements lie almost completely on one side of the part, maximizing access for welding, assembly, or inspection. Each primary jaw is cylindrical with a conical groove that provides the equivalent of four point contacts and facilitates part alignment. They present a two-phase. .
:
algorithm for computing unilateral fixtures where the second phase uses a Finite Element Method ( E M ) to compute part deformation and to arrange secondary contacts at part edges and interior surfaces. For a given sheet-metal p 9 , given as a 2D surface embedded in 3D with e edges, n concavities and m mesh nodes, Phase I takes 0 ( e + n4'j log"n + g log g J time to compute a list of g pairs of primary jaws ranked by quality. Phase I1 computes the location of r secondary contacts in 0 ( g mJ r J time.
Li et al [ 101 design fixtures for laser welding using a genetic algorithm within robust design spaces with low to part dimension and jaw location errors. Li et al [I 11 describe a dexterous part holding mechanism based on vacuum cups and model the elastic deformation of the sheet-metal part using Finite Element Methods' and a statistical data model. The results from this model are used to minimize the part's deformation. Shiu et al [22, 231 give a heuristic algorithm to analyze the deformation of a sheet metal part by deconpling it into teams based on the part's features, and give an algorithm to allocate tolerances to each feature.
Path planning for elastically deformable parts has been studied using probabilistic roadmaps (PRhQ. Holleman, Kavraki and Warren [8] give a path planning algorithm for a flexible surface patch. They use a Bezier approximation and ai^ approximate energy function tqmodel deformation of the pan. They present experimental-results of paths planned for parts generated by a search graph using PRM. Guibas et al [7] improve on the PRM methods for path planning for a surface patch by studying the medial axis of the workspace.
Minimum energy configurations of the part are then computed for positions along the axis and connected by quasi-static paths. Laqiraux et al [9] generate apath fqr a thin rectangular elastic metal plate represented by a Bezier when it is manipulated by constraining the positions and orientations of two opposite edges. Paths are generated using PRM under elastic constraints of the part material.
III. DEFORMATION-SPACE
For this paper, we use a linear FEM model (with linear interpolation, linear elasticity and no mechanical failure).
We assume that we are given a polygonal part E with polygonal holes, modeled by a 2D triangular FEM mesh M. This FEM model of the part causes the perimeter to-behave like a polygon with variable length edges, with hinges at each vertex. An initial undeformed configuration qo of the part is also specified.
Under these assumptions, we conslruct a Deformation Space (D-Space) D of the part. Depending on the FEM model used, each of the n nodes in M has a predefined nnmberfof degrees of keedom. (These generally consist of translational (f DOFs) and rotationaVtorsional ( r DOFs).) Every mesh configuration is specified by specifying each of thef keedoms of each of the n nodes. Given the positions and geometries of all fingers, we represent the mesh in its deformation-space which is the smooth manifold D = R' x SO(rJ. SO (?-) is parameterized by @E R' via exponential map parameterization. Thus, for a part with n nodes in M , each with f degrees of freedom each, the Dspace can be parametrized by R'4 with each coordinate axis corresponding to one DOF of one FEM node. Any deformed translated or rotated shape of this part can be represented as a unique p i n t in this space. For any point q in D, we denote the corresponding shape and configuration of the part by E(9). Note that in our examples with tiangular elements with linear elasticity and linear interpolation, r = 0 and f = 2. We define DT as the set of all q that preserve the topology of M identical to the topology at the given undeformed configuration 90. Given a finger body A;, its corresponding D-space obstacle DA; is the set of all configurations q such that E(q) intersects A;. k! I
IV. POTENTIAL ENERGY IN D-SPACE
So far, we have looked at shapes of the part and the mesh that are geometrically possible and may be caused by an arbitrary set of finite wrenches applied on the part. We now include the mechanical properties of the part in OUT model simply by using the potential energy of any deformed state as predicted by the FEM model.
We assume zero friction between the part and finger contacts, and that the part exhibits perfect linear elasticity with h o w Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. Linear E M analysis with linear interpolation for the given mesh and material properties is assumed to predict the part's deformation accurately.
The nodal displacement vector X is the vector of the displacements of all nodes from their initial positions in configuration qo, expressed in the global coordinate frame used to define the FEM model ( M , K, X ). Xis a distance preserving transformation of 9 and a special case of expressing 9 when each node's degrees of freedom are expressed relative to a reference frame whose origin coincides with the mesh node at configuration 90, and whose axes parallel to the axes of the global coordinate frame. A deformation potential energy which is a scalar value is given as a function of the deformation of each node. For the linear case with a FEM stiffness matrix of K, the potential energy is represented as (1/2) XT K X. The potential energy at a configuration 9 in is represented as U(9). 
V. DEFORM CLOSURE
As input,.we consider: 1. the FEM mesh M of the part E, 2. stiffness matrix K of the part E corresponding to mesh M , 3. the initial configuration 90 of the mesh that specifies the initial topology and undeformed mesh shape, 4. set A of frictionless contacts (finger bodies) that represents the candidate fixture, and 5. the configuration 9n in which the part is held by A.
We propose to characterize fixtures of E based on the D-Space model with potential energy. We refer to these as deform closurefurtures.
Definition: An equilibtium configuration is any configuration at a local minimum of the potential energy in Ofrec. In the absence of friction and inertial forces, the part comes to rest at an equilibrium configuration.
Definition: We consider a set of wenches that act on E ( q A ) for any equilibrium configuration 9*. If after the wrenches are applied and then removed, the part may not return to qA, the wenches are said to release E.
Definition: If E( q., ) is held by A such that no set of wrenches that increases the deformation potential energy of E by at most U can release E from A, we say qA satisfies the property srable (U).
In other words, given U 2 0, A holds E(qA) in srable (U) if and only if I. qA is at a local minimum of the potential energy in Dfiee, and 2. We consider all continuous subsets S such subsets S, there should not exist q, E S distinct from qA with 9, at a local minimum of the potential energy in Dkee. Similarly in D-space, given a configuration qA that is a strict local minimum of the potential energy, we would like to identify the maximum U for which A holds E(qA) in deform closure, by identifying &I escape configuration near qA that is a saddle point. This value of U i can be used to define a metric for the deform closure fixture. A numerical example appears in the next section.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We implemented the threshold potential energy used in the definition of deform closure to a simple rubber part modeled by 2 triangular mesh elements and 4'nodes shown in Figure 5 To determine this threshold configuration, we first list all limiting configurations where a vertex of the part is about to be released &om the deform closure fixture. For this example, this happens only when the vertex is in contact with the jaw. Among all such configurations, we considered various cases as to each edge being in contact with or breaking contact with the corresponding jaw. We then determine the configuration with least potential energy among these. Figure 6(d) shows the escape configuration for the deform closure shown in Figure 6 (a). This configuration occurs when the deformed part is still a rhombus, but one of the edges lies along 2 jaws (the ones on the left edge and the lower edge),.and the opposite edge is in contact with the jaw on the right. One possible path from the configuration in Figure 6 (a) to that in Kd) is through 6(c) and 6(d) with maximum potential energy at 5(d). At no point on this path is the potential energy greater than that at the fmal configuration.
If the undeformed edges of 'each triangle were lOmm long and the triangle part were Imm thick and made of steel, the limiting threshold potential energy would be 541 Joules.
w. EQUIVALENCE AND FRAME INVARIANCE THEOREMS
Given a rigid part, we call an undeformed deformable part with the same shape and configuration of the rigid part its equivalent deformable part.
Theorem 1: If A holds a rigid part in form closure, A will hold the equivalent deformable p& in deform closure.
By equivalent, we mean that the^ undeformed part has the same shape and configuration as the rigid part.
Proof: Since the'rigid part in the given configuration is immobile, deformation occurs when the deformable part is perturbed. Since initially the deformation potential energy is at 0, the potential energy increases to above zero. Thus, U, >O. This is true for higher orders of immobility too. shows how the pan can be released.
Theorem 2: Frame Invariance
We now show that the definition of deform dosure is frame invariant, i.e. it does not depend on the global reference frame used.
Since the definition of D-space changes with the reference frame used, we prove that the definition of deform closure fixtures does not change with the global reference frame by showing the following:
(a) Displacements caused by a given force are frame invariant (b) Potential Energy due to a given set of displacements is frame invariant, and (c) A set of configurations of the part whose image is continuous in D-space for one reference frame has an image that is continuous in D-space for any other reference kame.
g be Ks. For mesh element mi, let the component of the stiffness matrix K be Ki. Let J be the transformation matrix between tbe reference frame of the element and the global reference frame g. and K; is lbe stiffness of element mi in the local frame. Thus, the stiffness matrix K is the sum of its comwnents for each mesh element and is given bv: > Proof: Let the global stiffness matrix in reference frame Let the reference frames be denoted by subscripts 1 and 2, and the transformation matrix between the frames be 2T,. n e stiffness matrix changes with the frame used. The two stiffness matrices are related to each other by 2T. = 2T, .,T..
To prove (a), we consider any given set of forces expressed in reference frame 1 hy vector F,. Thus, X , = K; ' . F , . Expressed in frame 2, the forces are F,=,T, . F , .
when transformed to reference frame 2. the displacement predicted by frame I is: ,7;Yr.K,-'.,7;-'.,7; . 4 =(,T, .Kt.,T,r)-',(,T . F , ) = K2-' . F2 This is the displacement predicted by reference frame 2. Thus, (a) is true.
To prove (b), we consider the potential energy predicted hy the reference frame 1 when E is subject to deformations XI is X x: K, X, .
The potential energy predicted in frame 2 when E is subject to the same deformation (but transformed to frame 2) is:
. X I = ,T . Kl-' . F, =,7; . K,-'.,T-'. 2T . To prove (c), we show that for any 2 configurations of the part, the distance between their images in D-space remains the same in all frames of reference, which implies equivalence in continuity in both frames of reference. slmumd over all nodes n, where x," and y,'; are the x and y CD ordinates of node n.in configuration i = a, b. Since we consider only distance-preserving transformations when changing reference frames, (( x, -xnr ), + ( y., -yna )* ) is frame invariant for all nodes n. Thus, 14. -qbl is also frame-invariant.
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have presented a new framework for holding deformable parts. We define fmgers A to hold part E in deform closure if the increase in potential energy needed to release E from A is non-zero. We propose the minimum amount of work needed to release E as a metric for the quality of a deform closure grasp.
If a model of D-space were constructed by brute force; the amount of computation involved in determining DPec may be extremely high, For example, for the 12 node mesh in Figure I , the D-Space will be 24-dimensional. However, computing Dnee will be simplified to a large extent by the symmetries of D-obstacles and of DT. D-obstacles are symmetric, since for any two triangles of the mesh, the collision check for any finger body is identical. Hence. for every triangle in the mesh, the slice of the D-obstacle with fixed positions of other nodes will look identical. Further, the D-obstacle is defined by only the union of these slices, since if any portion of the part collides with the obstacle, at Figure I , this causes the D-obstacles to have a 12-fold symmetry due to presence of 12 elements in the mesh.
Fuither, for identical obstacles, each D-obstacle is a copy of every other obstacle displaced by a hown vector.
Although the set of topology preserving mesh configurations Dr may not be symmetric in itself, we can consider a superset D'r of Dr that consists of all meshes where no triangles intersect and no triangle has zero area. D'r contains many configurations that cannot be attained by the physical part (such as a mirror image of the undeformed mesh), hut there is never a continuous path in D'r connecting the initial mesh to an unattainable mesh. For the part in Figure 1 , this results in 23 symmetries because of pairs of distinct triangles, 29 symmetries for p e s of triangles with.2 distinct vertices each, and 13 symmetries for pairs of triangles that have 1 distinct vertex each.
In future work, we will develop algorithms that apply'this framework to compute deform closure grasps.
